Abstract Because the visual cortices are contra-laterally organized, inter-hemispheric transfer tasks have been used to behaviorally probe how information briefly presented to one hemisphere of the visual cortex is integrated with responses resulting from the ipsi-or contra-lateral motor cortex. By forcing rapid information exchange across diverse regions, these tasks robustly activate not only gray matter regions, but also white matter tracts. It is likely that the response hand itself (dominant or non-dominant) modulates gray and white matter activations during within and interhemispheric transfer. Yet the role of uni-manual responses and/or right hand dominance in modulating brain activations during such basic tasks is unclear. Here we investigated how uni-manual responses with either hand modulated activations during a basic visuo-motor task (the established Poffenberger paradigm) alternating between inter-and within-hemispheric transfer conditions. In a large sample of strongly right-handed adults (n = 49), we used a factorial combination of transfer condition [Inter vs. Within] and response hand [Dominant(Right) vs. Non-Dominant (Left)] to discover fMRI-based activations in gray matter, and in narrowly defined white matter tracts. These tracts were identified using a priori probabilistic white matter atlases. Unimanual responses with the right hand strongly modulated activations in gray matter, and notably in white matter. Furthermore, when responding with the left hand, activations during inter-hemispheric transfer were strongly predicted by the degree of right-hand dominance, with increased right-handedness predicting decreased fMRI activation. Finally, increasing age within the middle-aged sample was associated with a decrease in activations. These results provide novel evidence of complex relationships between unimanual responses in right-handed subjects, and activations during within-and inter-hemispheric transfer suggest that the organization of the motor system exerts sophisticated functional effects. Moreover, our evidence of activation in white matter tracts is consistent with prior studies, confirming fMRI-detectable white matter activations which are systematically modulated by experimental condition.
Introduction
Hemispheric organization is a strong organizing principle of both the motor system (Jeannerod 1988; Gazzaniga 1989; Kim et al. 1993 ) and the primary visual system (Tootell et al. 1998; Hellige 1996) , and disordered hemispheric transfer is a feature of several neuropsychological and neurological conditions. The contra-lateral pattern of hemispheric organization (e.g., Right Hand → Left Motor Cortex; Left Visual Field → Right Visual Cortex) is strongly established in righthanded adults (Serrien et al. 2006; Toga and Thompson 2003; van den Berg et al. 2011) , that is in~90% of the general population (Amunts et al. 1996) . This lateralized organization of the sensorimotor system partially constrains the flow of information between cerebral hemispheres, most saliently in inter-hemispheric transfer tasks (Marzi 1999) where one hemisphere of the visual cortex is stimulated (e.g., Right Visual Cortex), and uni-manual responses depend on the motor cortex in the opposite hemisphere (Left Motor Cortex). In such cases, fMRI studies have suggested robust activation of both gray and white matter (Mazerolle et al. 2008 ). Thus controlled inter-hemispheric transfer tasks generate dynamic, and task-sensitive representations in the brain (Serrien et al. 2006) , though these dynamics are also in play regardless of the interhemispheric demands of tasks (Gawryluk et al. 2014) .
Representations of inter-hemispheric transfer (IT) may be particularly related to the lateralized organization of sensorimotor systems (Aboitiz et al. 2003) . Thus: a) When under tachistoscopic conditions, a probe is briefly presented in one visual field (leading to stimulation of the contra-lateral visual cortex), and b) The subject must detect its presence by a uni-manual response, then c) Patterns of brain activations may be related to the handedness of the participant, and whether the hand used in signaling the response is dominant or non-dominant.
Furthermore, IT generates different demands on the macroscopic brain network than within-hemispheric transfer (i.e., when the stimulated visual cortex and the responding motor cortex are in the same cerebral hemisphere). Thus, uni-manual responses and handedness may exert distinct effects for IT and within-hemispheric conditions.
Whether handedness mediates representations of either IT or within-hemispheric transfer is notably understudied. Here we investigated this basic question in a sample of young right-handed adults. These were the principle questions of interest: a) During IT and/or within-hemispheric transfer, do right-handed subjects activate brain regions differently when responding with their dominant hand, relative to their non-dominant hand? b) Are these activation patterns robustly and distinctly quantifiable? c) When strongly right-handed subjects respond with their nondominant left hand, are activation patterns predicted by the degree of right-handedness and are these effects more pronounced during IT conditions?
The Poffenberger paradigm The behavioral costs of interhemispheric transfer have been extensively studied using the Poffenberger paradigm, a historically significant, visuo-motor detection task (Poffenberger 1912; Zaidel and Iacoboni 2003) with a straightforward rationale (depicted in Fig. 1 ): A stimulus briefly presented to a single visual hemi-field (left or right) must be rapidly and the detection signalled detected with a uni-manual (right or left hand) response. Behavioral metrics indicate subjects take between 3 and 6 ms longer responding when the responding motor cortex is contra-lateral to the stimulated visual cortex (Marzi et al. 1991) . This delay presumably reflects conduction costs of information crossing the interhemispheric space (Poffenberger 1912) , principally white matter pathways and inter-hemispheric commissures such as the corpus callosum (Gazzaniga 2000; Schulte et al. 2005 ). For instance, in patients with agenesis or surgical section of the corpus callosum, response latencies during IT are substantially longer (Savazzi et al. 2007; Mooshagian et al. 2009; Berlucchi et al. 1995) . As previously noted, in vivo studies have shown robust fMRI-measured activation in both gray and white matter during IT (Mazerolle et al. 2010; Mazerolle et al. 2008; Gawryluk et al. 2011a; Martuzzi et al. 2006) .
We hypothesized asymmetric effects of uni-manual responses on IT-related activations assuming a) IT depends on integration across hemispheric lateralized sensory and motor cortices and b) because this sensorimotor organization itself mediates handedness. Here we extended the Poffenberger paradigm to investigate the effects of handedness on fMRImeasured IT activations in a large sample of young righthanded adults (n = 49, 20 ≤ Age ≤ 41 yrs.). During the task, participants responded with their right (dominant) or left hand to signal detection of briefly presented probes (to the ipsi or contralateral visual cortex). The sample size and the relatively constricted age-range were employed to amplify power and constrain potential age-related effects on callosal function (Fling and Seidler 2012 ). An event-related fMRI design (Amaro and Barker 2006; Josephs and Henson 1999) (as opposed to the previously used block designs to study IT) allowed unpredictability in experimental onsets (inter-or intra-hemispheric conditions), thereby increasing sensitivity for detecting condition-specific variations in estimated neuronal responses. Discovery of white matter activations was restricted to stereotactic high probability white matter masks (Hua et al. 2008 ) preceded by use of narrow smoothing filters in the data processing stream. Whereas fMRI based activations in white matter are a subject of debate, evidence suggests that such activations are reliable under specific task conditions (Gawryluk et al. 2014 ).
Materials and methods
Subjects 49 healthy young adults from the Verona area provided informed consent to participate in the fMRI study. Subject demographic features and information on the degree of right-handedness are shown in Table 1 . Handedness was established using the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield 1971) , adopting a conservative scoring procedure; Responses for the ten scale items were scored using a fivepoint Likert Scale (Very Left Handed: −2 to Very Right Handed: +2) (Byrne et al. 2004; Dragovic 2004) . The cumulative score across participants ranged between −20 (strongly endorsing all ten items for the left hand: Completely Left Handed) and +20 (strongly endorsing all ten items for the right hand: Completely Right Handed; with a score of ≥14 representing strong right-handedness). The group assessed here included only those deemed strongly right-handed based on these criteria (depicted in the heat map in Fig. 2 ).
fMRI MRI data were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens Allegra system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a standard head coil. T2*-weighted images were acquired using a gradientecho EPI-BOLD pulse sequence (TR: 2000 ms; TE: 30 ms; flip angle 75°; FOV: 92 × 192; 31 axial slices; thickness: 3 mm; in-plane: 3 mm 2 ; matrix: 64 × 64). High-resolution MPRAGE T 1 -weighted structural images were acquired in the same session (TR: 2300 ms; TE: 3.93 ms; flip angle 12°; FOV: 256 × 256; 160 axial slices; slice thickness: 1 mm; matrix 256 × 256).
During fMRI subjects were positioned with adjustable padded restraints employed for head stabilization. Stimuli were rear-projected using an IFIS-SA presentation system (MRI Devices), and subjects responded with the index finger of the Right or Left hand using a button response unit. Subjects maintained fixation on a centrally positioned marker, while probes were briefly presented (100 ms preempting saccadic eye movements) for detection. Probes were~1°in size appearing at a retinal eccentricity of~7°along the horizontal meridian of one or the other visual hemi-field.
Design efficiency for fMRI was maximized using eventrelated probe presentation (Dale 1999; Josephs and Henson 1999; Liu 2004) , with jittering of successive intervals (3-6 s, randomly applied). Response hand was blocked across scans; subjects responded with the Right (dominant) or the Left (nondominant) hand in each of two consecutively acquired scans (182 volumes each). Blocking response hand across scans was designed to preempt ancillary effects of excitatory and inhibitory signaling (Grefkes et al. 2008) , and response competition (Nachev et al. 2007) , processes that were tangential to the goals of the study. This overall experimental structure provided a factorial combination of Response Hand (Right vs. Left) and Condition (Inter-vs. Within-), elaborated in the description of contrast structure below. Thirty event trials were collected per condition.
fMRI processing fMRI and T1 data were processed in SPM12 using established methods for temporal (slice timing correction) followed by spatial preprocessing. First the structural and functional images were manually reoriented to AC-PC axis. The structural images were segmented to identify different tissue classes using SPM12's tissue probability maps, creating a nonlinear deformation normalization model. Motion correction and alignment to the template image was followed by co-registering the EPI images to the anatomical. The deformation model previously created was applied to the co-registered images to normalize them to the MNI space (Ashburner and Friston 2005) . These warped images were smoothed using a relatively narrow 4 mm FWHM Gaussian filter to fulfill the statistical requirements of parametric statistics within the context of random fields approaches to imaging data, while maintaining relative localization of signal. These decisions allowed us to better fulfill our aims of activation explorations in gray and white matter (Friston et al. 1995) .
First level GLM analysis employed regressors to represent Conditions, modeled as individual events convolved with a canonical hemodynamic reference waveform, with time and dispersion derivatives (to allow for peak, and subject-and voxel-wise variations respectively). The six motion parameters (three for translation and three for rotation) were included in first level models as Bregressors of no interest^to filter out motion-related contributions to the signal. Each subject contributed four regressors to a twofactor second level analysis of variance, representing a factorial combination of response hand and condition. In the factorial design, within each of the Within-and Interhemispheric conditions, directional contrasts were employed to quantify relative differences in activation associated with each response hand with age modeled as covariate. This analytical approach allowed us to directly compare the effects of uni-manual responses in each of the inter-and within-hemispheric transfer conditions. Significant clusters within each region were identified using AlphaSim (Ward 2000) , by estimating the minimum cluster extent for activated clusters to be rejected as false positive (noise-only) clusters (family-wise error corrected using a frequency of occurrence of minimum cluster thresholds of α < .05;10 4 Monte Carlo simulations). This approach performs a Monte Carlo alpha probability simulation, computing the probability of a random field of noise (after accounting for the spatial correlations of voxels based on the image smoothness within each region of interest estimated directly from the data set) to produce a cluster of a given size, after the noise is thresholded at a given level. Thus, instead of using the individual voxel probability threshold alone in achieving the desired overall significance level, the method uses a combination of both probability thresholding and minimum cluster size thresholding. The underlying principle is that true regions of activation will tend to occur over contiguous voxels within a region of relative functional homogeneity, whereas noise has much less of a tendency to form clusters of activated voxels. This method has reliably identified activation clusters within narrowly defined motor regions (Asemi et al. 2015; Friedman et al. 2017; Diwadkar et al. 2017 ) during simple motor behavior, in other words indicating that under appropriately taskconstrained acquisition and analyses, is well positioned to identify activation loci. Regional activation peaks in gray matter were then subsequently labeled (see Tables) using Fig. 2 The dark shaded area (top right) in the depicted heat map signifies subjects classified as strongly right handed based on study criteria. The scoring criterion resulted in a relatively conservative classification (≥ 14 classified as right-handed), relative to the traditional scoring in the Edinburgh handedness inventory (≥ 40 classified as right handed) in a densely occupied region of the heat map. Lightly shaded regions depicted righthandedness classification based on the traditional scoring of the Edinburgh handedness inventory (lower right) and employed criteria (upper left) stereotactic region of interest maps (Maldjian et al. 2003; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) .
Exploring white matter activations Activations in white matter were isolated using the Johns Hopkins University's (JHU) whole brain white matter probabilistic map (Zhang et al. 2010; Hua et al. 2008 ). This mask created using Diffusion Tensor imaging data from 28 control participants provides a stereotactic representation of reliably classifiable white matter tracts. For 3D tract reconstruction, the Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tractography (FACT) method was used with a fractional anisotropy threshold (0.2) in DTIstudio. Tracts are reconstructed using multiple regions of interest and leveraging existing anatomical knowledge, with two different templates (JHU-DTI and MNI-ICBM152) used for spatial normalization and co-registration. These maps of eleven white matter tracts reveal high probabilities within a skeletal core, while probabilities are more dispersed and less reliable in vicinity of the cortex itself (and are thus excluded from the mask). Twenty distinct white matter tracts were identified in MNI space using this DTI approach, and for the present study, the map was binarized, to restrict identification of white matter related activations to regions more reliably classified within this tissue class. As with gray matter, cluster level correction was applied to identify significant clusters under the mask, with significance peaks labeled using the Tables 2 and 3 respectively. As can be seen, the relative differences between uni-manual responses are strongly evident in the dACC, the SMA the basal ganglia, the insula, the thalamus and the dPFC. The left hand for the Inter-hemispheric condition results in privileged activations in a region of the dPFC (see Table 3 ). Relatively privileged representations of IT associated with the dominant hand are more strongly evident when considering analyses masked to white matter ( Fig. 5) JHU template. The mask is overlaid in subsequent figures (see Figs. 5, 7 and 9) showing results of white matter activations.
Results
Behavioral results Data from two subjects were lost on account of equipment error. Response latencies for one subject exceeded 3 s.d. from the group mean and were not analyzed. Therefore, mean response latencies for 46 participants were analyzed in a repeated measures analysis of covariance with response hand and visual field as within subject's factors and age and gender as covariates. The effect of response hand was significant, F 1,43 = 8.29, p < .006, MSe = 2291.83 (with a large effect size, partial η 2 = .162), with subjects taking longer when responding with the non-dominant left hand, where a significant IT effect (greater than 0) was observed (t 45 = 3.44, p < .001; Fig. 3 ). In additional analyses, we also assessed the effects of age on the latency difference within subjects between the inter-hemispheric and within-hemispheric condition (Tettamanti et al. 2002) . Age did not exert significant effects on this behavioral cost function for either the Left Hand (F 1,45 = .38, p > .5, MSe = 369.03) or the Right Hand (F 1,45 = .55, p > .45, MSe = 432.92).
fMRI results fMRI results (n = 49) drawn from the overall factorial analysis of variance are reported in successive figures as follows: a) We report directional effects (Left Hand ≠ Right Hand) separately for each of the Within-and Inter-hemispheric conditions. The significant clusters represent relative differences in activation when responding with either the dominant right hand, or the non-dominant left hand during each of the conditions of the interest. Effects are reported in sequence for gray matter (Fig. 4 ) and white matter (Fig. 5) . b) We next report results of regression analyses examining the effect of degree of right-handedness on Within-and Inter-hemispheric conditions when responding with the non-dominant left hand. Here again, effects are reported in sequence for gray matter (Fig. 6 ) and white matter (Fig. 7) . c) In addition to having modeled age as a covariate in the overall factorial design, we also present age-related regressions investigating changes in response profiles in gray (Fig. 8 ) and white matter (Fig. 9 ) Tables 4a and 4b respectively. As can be seen, the relative differences between uni-manual responses very strongly evident in the IT condition, where preferential activation is observed in longitudinal and transverse white matter tracts bilaterally (see Table 4 ) Fig. 6 Uni-manual responses with the left hand (Gray matter). The figure represents the results of a regression analysis examining the effects of the degree of right-handedness on activations during (a) within-and (b) interhemispheric transfer when responding with the non-dominant left hand. Only negative correlations were observed (cool colors), indicating that the degree of right-handedness was only associated with decreases in activation for responses with the left hand. Note that for the inter-hemispheric condition alone are effects strongly observed in contra-lateral (right) M1 as well. Each of the peaks in the ipsi-(M1) and contra-lateral (cerebellum) to the responding left hand are regions that are representative of responses with the right hand in these subjects (see Fig. 4 ). These results suggest that representations of within and inter-hemispheric transfer when responding with the non-dominant left hand are sensitive to the degree of right-handedness. The degree of this sensitivity is greater for the inter-than the within-hemispheric condition (see Table 5 for statistical information) during left handed responses. These analyses provide some insight into how age affects cross handed representations in our sample.
(a) How do uni-manual responses affect patterns of activations in gray and white matter during within-and interhemispheric transfer? During within-hemispheric transfer, uni-manual responses with either hand resulted in multiple loci of gray matter activations across the hemispheres, and these patterns were largely symmetric. Figure 4 depicts results in a mosaic of axial views. As seen in Fig. 4a , responses with the right hand (warm colors) resulted in activations in left-hemisphere motor regions, but were observed (cool colors), indicating that age was associated with decreases in activation for responses with the left hand. The graphs depict modeled fMRI responses under the overall peaks (see Table 7) cerebellar activations in the ipsi-lateral, right hemisphere. Responses with the left hand resulted in activations in righthemisphere motor regions, and left hemisphere cerebellar activations (Table 2) . These activations for either hand were observed in both core motor regions (M1, SMA and the cerebellum), and multiple cortical, striatal and thalamic regions. Only negative correlations were observed (cool colors), indicating that age was associated with decreases in activation for responses with the left hand. The graphs depict modeled fMRI responses under the overall peaks (see Table 8 )
By comparison to the within-hemispheric condition, the inter-hemispheric transfer condition induced asymmetric activations for uni-manual responses with more representations observed for the dominant right hand in the SMA and the dPFC (see Table 3 and Fig. 4b ). We next depict uni-manual activations associated with within and inter-hemispheric transfer in white matter pathways. Figure 5 depicts activations in deep white matter tracts induced by within-hemispheric transfer (Fig. 5a ) or interhemispheric transfer (Fig. 5b) . The conventions for depicting significance are maintained from Fig. 4 . As seen, responding with the right hand results in highly asymmetric patterns of activation in white matter, particularly during the IT condition (an effect considerably amplified relative to effects in gray matter). Table 4 depicts statistical information regarding loci peaks observed for each of the within and inter-hemispheric conditions.
These analyses imply that responding with the dominant right hand results in somewhat privileged activations during the inter-hemispheric transfer condition. Lateralization within the motor system in right-handers has been associated with transcallosal inhibition from left M1 to right M1, indicating a representation of handedness when right-handed individuals make responses with their left hand (Hayashi et al. 2008 ). To Table 2 Statistical and location information are depicted for activation peaks during Within-hemispheric transfer (refer to Fig. 1a for task depiction) . The information refers to effects depicted in Fig. 4a Anatomical assess whether such representations were observable in our data, subsequent analyses assessed whether the degree of right-handedness (assessed with the EHI score) predicted activations when responding with the left hand. These analyses were separately assessed for both within-and interhemispheric transfer, and in both gray and white matter.
(b) How does the degree of right-handedness predict activations during uni-manual responses with the left hand?
Figure 6 depicts significant clusters from the regression analyses of activations in gray matter for the within hemispheric (a) and the inter-hemispheric (b) conditions. Two broad effects are notable. First, regardless of condition, increased right-handedness only predicts decreased activations when responding with the left hand. These effects were observed in regions both within and outside core motor regions (statistical details are presented in Table 5 ). Second, the extent of this effect was more clearly marked for the IT than the within hemispheric transfer condition. In addition to the loci of activation presented in Fig. 6 , graphs depict mean activation values as a function of the degree of right handedness in selected peaks: In each of left M1 (i.e., ipsi-lateral to the responding hand) and cerebellum.
Regression effects were separately assessed in white matter. As seen in Figs. 7a and 7b the direction of these effects (decreased activations with increased right handedness) were identical to those observed in gray matter. Generally, the extent of these effects is similar across the within and interhemispheric conditions though some differences in the locations of loci are notable, particularly in the corpus callosum where the observed clusters were more extensive in the interhemispheric condition (Table 6 ). To highlight these differences, graphs depict mean activation values as a function of right-handedness in the corpus callosum peak for each of the conditions.
(c) How does age predict activations during uni-manual responses with the left hand?
Figure 8 depicts significant clusters from the regression analyses of activations in gray matter for the within hemispheric (a) and the inter-hemispheric (b) conditions. Two broad effects are notable. First, regardless of condition, increased age predicts decreased activations when responding with the left hand, and secondly in gray matter these effects are more generally observed during the inter-hemispheric condition.
These effects were also probed in white matter (Fig. 9 , Table 8 ). As observed in Fig. 9b , the age-related effects associated with the inter-hemispheric condition were more widely observed than with the within-hemispheric condition (see Table 7 for statistical information).
Discussion
This study was driven by multiple a priori and a posteriori motivations: 1) First, we were interested in whether the response hand in right handed subjects modulated activations during within-and inter-hemispheric transfer (assessed using the Poffenberger paradigm); 2) Second (and as a corollary of the primary aim), we were interested in whether these patterns could be identified not only in gray matter, but in circumscribed white matter tracts, quantified using a probabilistic atlas; 3) Third, after it emerged that right handed activations were slightly more prominent, particularly during inter-hemispheric transfer in both gray and white matter (Figs. 4 and 5) we also explored if the degree of right-handedness (as estimated with the EHI) was represented in uni-manual responses with the left hand. This exploration was motivated by previous evidence suggestive of representations of right-handedness when right-handers make responses with the left hand (Yalachkov et al. 2015) , which suggests that inhibitory processes between bilateral motor regions may underlie hand dominance in righthanded individuals (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2015) . Finally, given prior evidence of structural and behavioral changes in middle adulthood, we assessed the effects of age on responses made with the non-dominant hand ).
We reprise our results: 1) Behavioral analyses indicated that responses with the right hand were faster (Fig. 3) expectedly suggesting privileged responses for the dominant hand. 2) Analyses in gray matter during within and interhemispheric transfer conditions when responding with the right and left hand showed symmetric and asymmetric activations. As seen in Fig. 4 and Tables 2 and 3, hand-related activations were observed in contra-lateral motor and ipsi- lateral cerebellar regions. These effects presumably reflect established representations of motor responses for each hand in right-handed subjects (that are irrespective of task-condition). Moreover, responses with the right hand resulted in privileged activations during the inter-hemispheric transfer condition (Fig. 4b, Table 3 ). These were observed in regions that have been associated with motor pathways including the supplementary motor area associated with directed motor movements (Asemi et al. 2015; Grefkes et al. 2008) , and heteromodal areas like the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex associated with executive control. Moreover, the extent of activated clusters were greater for the right hand in the IT condition (Table 3) . 3) Functional activations in white matter while exploratory also indicated a particularly strong effect of response hand during inter-hemispheric transfer (Fig. 5 , Table 4 ). These privileged activations were observed in both transverse and longitudinal tracts. 4) The degree of right-handedness exerted strong effects on activations associated with left hand responses. These effects observed in gray and white matter, indicated that increased right-handedness was associated with decreased activation when responding with the left hand (Figs. 6 & 7). 5) Finally, the extent of activations in the left hand decreased with participant age in both white and gray matter (Figs. 8 and 9 ), with the effects particularly notable in the IT condition.
In the remainder of the paper we speculate on the relevance of our results for understanding both representations of handedness, visuo-motor integration and within and interhemispheric transfer, and the relationship between these fundamental organizational principles of brain networks. We also comment on the credibility of our observed fMRI activations in white matter, and particularly their functional relevance in studying plausible network bases of task implementations (Gawryluk et al. 2014) .
Gray matter activations for each hand and transfer condition within the core and extended motor system Several loci were preferentially activated for either hand within each transfer condition. Several of these sites conform to previous meta-analyses of finger tapping studies (irrespective of task) in right-handed participants and can therefore be considered as unremarkable. These sites include contra-lateral M1 and supplementary motor area (SMA) (c.f., Fig. 2a) , and were symmetric across responses with either hand. Tables 2 and 3 highlight these symmetries. Symmetries were also observed in the ipsi-lateral cerebellum, and are somewhat notable given that the current task did not impose explicit chronometric demands, and that the cerebellum has been particularly implicated in finger movements involving externally or internally guided timing (Kawashima et al. 2000; Dreher and Grafman 2002) . These effects imply a more general role for the cerebellum than previously suggested; yet as these effects are consistently observed regardless of transfer condition, they are likely attributable to the fundamental motor demands of each task.
Within the inter-hemispheric transfer condition, unique activation sites were observed for the right hand in the SMA and the dorsal prefrontal cortex, and greater extent of activations were evident in the basal ganglia (putamen), the thalamus, and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. The effects in the thalamus and the putamen are notable given these regions' roles in sensori-motor pathways. The thalamus is an active relay center with complex functional interactions with the cortex during attention (Jagtap and Diwadkar 2016) and basic motor tasks (Lin et al. 2009 ). The basal ganglia are part of the extrapyramidal motor system (Herrero et al. 2002) , and receive inputs from multiple cortical regions, and from the thalamus. These inputs are projected to frontal regions, presumably in the service of higher-order motor control and planning (Haber and Calzavara 2009) . A reasonable inference is that interhemispheric transfer of information evokes stronger representations in the extended motor pathway when responding with the right hand. The dynamic modulation by transfer demand may therefore reflect functional representations of righthandedness beyond the core motor circuit. This notion is compelling given evidence from experimental work and computational modeling that motor function can Bvicariously^reor-ganize in response to lesions (Jaillard et al. 2005; Grecucci et al. 2008) . Our results suggest that functional response properties are highly (and systematically) modifiable.
The regression analyses supplement some of these speculations. When responding with the left hand, the degree of right-handedness exerted substantial statistical effects during both within-and inter-hemispheric transfer, but the extent of the effects was particularly pronounced in the latter (Fig. 6b ). Significant loci beyond the core motor system were in concordance with the effects depicted in Fig. 4 . That is, when responding with the left hand, increased right-handedness predicted decreased responses in frontal, thalamic and basal ganglia regions. Moreover, regression analyses also revealed compelling effects in M1 and the cerebellum. Whereas responses with the left hand result in strongly privileged activations in contra-lateral M1 and ipsi-lateral cerebellum ( Fig. 4a  and 4b ), decreased responses in contra-lateral (right) M1 were predicted by increased right-handedness. As has been shown in studies in multiple modalities, finger responses with the dominant right hand result in strong deactivations of ipsilateral (i.e., right) M1 (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2015) because in right-handed individuals transcallosal inhibition from the ipsi-lateral (i.e., right) M1 underpins laterality (Grefkes et al. 2008; Hayashi et al. 2008) . By extension, the degree of righthandedness (i.e. laterality) should predict decreased activation of right M1 when responding with the left hand. Indeed, these effects were very strongly associated with the interhemispheric transfer condition ( Fig. 6b ; red insets), and constitute evidence for a modified version of the idea that inhibitory mechanisms underlie right-handed dominance.
In addition, substantial effects of the degree of righthandedness were observed in both ipsi-lateral (i.e. left) M1 and contra-lateral (i.e., right) cerebellum, that is homologues of right M1 and left cerebellum, regions typically activated in left hand responses (see also Fig. 4) . These effects were generic (across transfer condition), and may reflect an organizational characteristic of the motor system in right-handers, that to our knowledge is previously unexplored.
Age itself exerted substantial statistical effects on gray matter activations in responding with the non-dominant hand (Fig. 8) . As seen, largely negative correlations were observed, indicating that increased age in middle adulthood lead to a decrease in the engagement of brain regions during both within and inter-hemispheric transfer. Moreover, the cluster sizes were larger in the IT condition (see Table 7 ), consistent with the previous analyses, again evidence that IT-related representations are privileged in some way. Cross-sectional assessments of life-span changes are intrinsically challenging to interpret (Raz and Lindenberger 2011) because individual variability itself changes across periods of the life-span and can statistically overwhelm meaningful estimates of true changes. Moreover, a source of fMRI activations lies in the complexity of task-induced modulation (Logothetis 2008 ) that may only loosely be constrained by the brain's structural properties (Park and Friston 2013; Price and Friston 2005 ). Yet that these statistical associations are asymmetric (greater for IT than Within). If age acts to decrease the integrity of white matter (Serbruyns et al. 2016) , it is plausible that the more demanding IT condition will evoke a stronger representation of the functional effect of this decrease. In any case, the study of life-span changes is a field into itself and cannot be meaningful addressed in a parenthetical manner. A more detailed assessment of these questions is ongoing.
White matter activations for each hand and transfer condition White matter activations in the context of fMRI data have been the subject of debate, but evidence increasingly suggests that under appropriately constrained experimental conditions, these effects reflect properties of the brain's functional network architecture (Gawryluk et al. 2014) . White matter activations have been independently reported in several studies and across tasks, recruited samples, and acquisition techniques (echo-planar or spin-echo imaging) (Gawryluk et al. 2011a, b; Tettamanti et al. 2002; Yarkoni et al. 2009; Weber et al. 2005; Stroman and Ryner 2001 ) (a full treatment is beyond our scope). fMRI activations have been shown to follow fiber tracts within structures such as the corpus callosum, evidence that these activations constitute a functional signature of the underlying connectivity of the brain (Mazerolle et al. 2010) . These robust results are observed despite sparse vascularization in white matter that can affect the amplitude and spatial resolution of the hemodynamic response, and reduced energy consumption in white (compared to grey) matter that may preclude reliable detection of BOLD (Logothetis and Wandell 2004) .
Our approach toward characterizing these effects has been motivated by the specific task demands (that engage substantial intra-and inter-hemispheric integration of signals), and was conservatively implemented. Thus, after applying a relatively narrow smoothing filter during the pre-processing of data, we only categorized as reliable, activations that lay within probabilistically demarcated white matter tracts. The relatively conservative nature of this approach is highlighted when our tract-based mask is considered relative to a generic white matter mask that serves as the primary overlay template in Figs. 5, 7 and 9.
With these caveats, our white matter activations provide evidence of condition-specific effects of response hand. Specifically, the effects in Fig. 5b provide evidence that white matter activations are more strongly modulated by response hand under inter-hemispheric transfer (no privileged activations are observed for the left hand). These effects are notable because they provide stronger specificity than comparable results observed in gray matter (Fig. 4b) , and constitute compelling evidence for an interaction between response hand and IT in right-handers. The analysis of handedness was similarly compelling. Within the inter-hemispheric transfer condition, no privileged activations were observed for left-hand responses in white matter (Fig. 5b) ; however increased righthandedness strongly predicted decreased activations in white matter during left-handed responses (Fig. 7b) . Some of these clusters were in spatial concordance with those observed when subjects responded with their right hand. Whereas it is challenging to interpret the import of these loci in longitudinal tracts, the fact that several clusters were observed in callosal regions including the genu, body and the splenium is notable.
Trans-callosal motor signals and inter-hemispheric communication are central to basic motor behavior (Geffen et al. 1994) . In the context of inter-hemispheric transfer tasks, transfer costs appear specifically when responses are made with hands, but do not appear when other effectors (e.g., lower limbs) are used (Berlucchi et al. 1995) . These documented behavioral effects imply that inter-hemispheric communication is strongly associated with the motor system of the hand though these relationships had not been subsequently probed in vivo. Lesion studies in primates have provided further evidence of the structural bases of these effects wherein callosal lesions preempt or depress the learning of inter-manual motor transfer learning in macaques (Eacott and Gaffan 1990) , and the critical role of the corpus callosum in the integration of inter-hemispheric signals in visuo-motor tasks is well established (Schulte and Muller-Oehring 2010) . Furthermore callosal recruitment is dynamically mediated by response characteristics during uni-manual responding (Serrien et al. 2006 ). Therefore, evidence that callosal activations when responding with the left hand are predicted by increased right-handedness is consistent with a dynamic and inhibitory role for the structure in sub-serving right-handedness (Bloom and Hynd 2005) . However, these observed effects are neutral on the question of excitatory (Gazzaniga 2000) or inhibitory models of callosal (Allison et al. 2000) or inter-hemispheric motor function (Kobayashi et al. 2003 ). These models have largely relied on response competition, but our design specifically eliminated competitive response choice (by blocking response hand). Therefore, in general our effects are more likely to reflect organizational aspects of motor function, rather than competitive characteristics of interactions across motor systems.
The physiological and cellular bases of these effects are challenging to interpret, specifically because as previously noted, fMRI signals are only broadly constrained by the brain's structural properties and must be considered highly modifiable under task-characteristics (Park and Friston 2013; Huang and Ding 2016) . This means that the observed effects in white matter might relate to structural or physiological characteristics of white matter pathways in right handers that are unique (though our experimental design did not include left handed participants). Moreover, the functional properties of white matter (indexed with fMRI) are modified by insults such as traumatic brain injury; post injury, fMRI responses in longitudinal fiber tracts such as the superior longitudinal fasciculus and the anterior capsule are reduced during a visual tracking task (Astafiev et al. 2015) suggesting that modification to the cellular characteristics of white matter micro-structure are reflected in fMRI estimated activation. In general, interhemispheric transmission plays a critical recovery role in post-stroke rehabilitation, such that intact inter-hemispheric commissures facilitate the intact hemisphere supplementing brain function in areas of the damaged hemisphere (Bartolomeo and Thiebaut de Schotten 2016) .
There is stronger evidence of left-than right-neglect in post-stroke studies, suggestive of recovery related impairments in right handers (compared to left handers) related to mechanisms of spatial bias (Bareham et al. 2015) . This implies that the underlying physiology of white matter pathways in right handers may be less Bplastic.^Such an interpretation is consistent with the evidence in white matter pathways, right-hand related responses in right handers evoke stronger representations, than do left-hand responses. Recent evidence from in vivo diffusion tensor imaging is consistent with such an interpretation: White matter micro-structure is characterized by significantly lower fractional anisotropies in rightcompared to left-handers (McKay et al. 2017) , indicative of more constrained organization of structural pathways. It is an open question whether a study of left handers will provide enantiomorphic representations to those observed in Figs. 6 and 7. We are presently investigating this intriguing direction.
These results provide evidence of previously unassessed representations of (right) handedness and correlates of within-and inter-hemisphere transfer revealed with the Poffenberger paradigm. We note that our focus on representations of right-handedness and its effects preclude us from investigating hemispheric differences associated with right-or left-handedness (Amunts et al. 2000; Amunts et al. 1996) , restricting the plausible generalizations of these data for an understanding of motor organization. Moreover, it was precisely this focus that also oriented us towards more conservative criteria for right-handedness based on the EHI. The results are also agnostic with respective to the network based mechanisms underlying IT. For example effective connectivity analyses have provided highly compelling evidence of complex patterns of interhemispheric network interactions and integrations underlying uni-and bi-manual movements (Grefkes et al. 2008) and visual judgments (Stephan et al. 2007) , providing the promise of allowing us to better clarify the bases of the observed asymmetries in activation.
Against these limitations, we reiterate that our results while complex, retain several novel aspects. The response hand used by right-handers during this task, and the degree of right-handedness exert substantial signatures during within-, and particularly inter-hemispheric transfer. These effects suggest substantial interactions between the organization of handedness and the functional Bflowô f information within and between the hemispheres. These interactions may depend on the systematic sensori-motor organization of motor function (an organization that is relied on by the Poffenberger paradigm and other inter-hemispheric transfer tasks for assessing withinand inter-hemispheric effects) and its dynamic expression under task conditions with circumscribed demands. These studies further highlight the complex dialectic between structure-function relationships in the brain (Park and Friston 2013; Price and Friston 2005) even under the simplest of task conditions. Moreover, they suggest a simple framework for interrogating the functional integrity of macroscopic brain networks in multiple neuropsychiatric and neurological populations.
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